Legal Vistas Consultancy Pvt. Ltd.

ABOUT:
Founded in 2007, core focus of the company has been to enhance
technology in the realm of law and business advantages that it can
bring about in terms of risk and analysis.
Its core business has been innovation and building strategic
partnership with key players in the ecosystem.
Promoters:
Syed Kamran Razvi

A well travelled person whose career as Lawyer spanned more
than twenty years and turned into entrepreneur since
formation of the startup company in Feb 2007. Founder of
earbitration.net and creation of LawNote on SAP HANA
platform, TRuCard and TruCash. He has lectured at Seattle
university, presented papers at Suffolk, Harvard and other
universities in US and S.E.Asia.
In 2008 was invited to scholarship of International Visiting
Scholarship Program on Judicial System in US sponsored by
the Deptt. Of State, US Government. This is a prestigious
scholarship awarded globally. Every year 21 odd Judges
(exception of lawyers) are selected.
He loves innovation and use of technology for making day to
day lives easier. He has written few articles in news papers on
many
topics
and
can
be
accessed
at
www.earbitration.net/skrazvi.asp

M.Imthiyaz K.A. is a businessman from Mangalore and has
also few start-ups like online lingerie store, food stores and
setting of Chambers of commerce for Beary community in
Mangalore. He is a serial entrepreneur. His association with
company dates about an year and half.
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Advisors:
Vinesh Saxena
Has been in the financial markets for more than 18 years and
has worked in different capacities in some of the leading
ompanies including BenchMark(now Goldman Sachs).

Recent Initiatives:
and Trucash are the recent solutions and can be accessed
www.trucard.biz
TruCard:
Is the bullion based Gold and Silver based credit and Debit
facility which can be integrated into the regular Netbanking account
for the retail and whole sale users.
This can also act as Prepaid Bullion Card ; by gifting value and
redeemed in pure Gold or silver coin or bar
Alternatively,
Bullion value can be used for cash redemption or usage at
redemption partners.
TruCash:
Is a cash card which can be used for small and cash payments
up to a certain amounts as wages, small contract payments,
salaries, expenses , food courts, etc.
This does away with having bank accounts and enables direct cash
payments without taking carrying the burden of the cash.
Clients:
Global Partnership with SAP SE (2015)
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LawNote: Legal and Case Management solution based on HANA
platform. http://earbitration.in/LawNote.aspx and
http://scn.sap.com/community/hana-in-memory/usecases/blog/2015/04/02/lawnote--executive-summary
Background:
LawNote™ is the current solution built on SAP HANA® with Web
Based user Interface (UI5) which addresses end to end process in
life cycle of legal issues affecting businesses and board alike. Some
of the features it entails are risk analysis, text based analytics
and wide search for documents spread across geographically and
logistically. The decision to opt for HANA comes precisely for this
text analytics and to look at global spread of enterprise issues to be
dealt by the Solution.
The three modules are pre-Litigation, Litigation and document. All
the three modules have the connectivity with data retrieval from
each other and logic flows.
The core thinking is to address wide spread information to be
managed centrally through this application with multiple people
interacting at different access levels. The interface of the external
users shall facilitate the customization of legal document issues
required at global scale today whether these are visa related, travel,
family related, claims etc.
Additional Modules:
Estate related, compliance related, Stock market related.
Also available:
Cloud and on Premise.
Previous releases:
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.Net version C-lawbytes1.1 was built in 2012 and sold to major
clients before it caught the eye of SAP SE as one of the key
component for their Strategic Industry application.
List of clients:
Bonanza Portfolio Ltd.
SMC Global Ltd.
Globe Capital Ltd.
Fox Mandal Little (Law Firm, Delhi)
Other Solutions:

Eadrline.com:
This is the online dispute resolution portal which is encouraged by
many progressive countries in West as preferred method of dispute
resolution in consumer matters, small commercial matters etc. This
portal has tremendous potential in developing countries where in
providing a time bound solution, remote connection and
inexpensive solutions.
In India consumer courts, N.I. Act. Motor Claims and Insurance
claims need urgent solution as provided by www.eadrline.com.
Related Features:
E registry is a key component in areas of efiling, enotices and
receiving responses on legal portals.
http://earbitration.in/services.aspx
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Technology Enabled Dispute Resolution Centers:
These are the best examples of the technology adaptation.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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